THINK AHEAD

VERITY PRICE
Einstein once said, that you cannot solve a problem with the
same thinking that created it. Well Verity is someone who
never approaches life with the same thinking.
She’s gone from walking 1200km across Europe in Hi-Tecs, to
performing in high heels to packed houses in Nashville and
New York. From acting in local and international films, to
speaking at the two TEDx events and being crowned the
Toastmasters Southern African Champion of Public Speaking in
2021.
As a singer and songwriter, Verity was an unsuspecting
international forerunner of crowdfunding when she acted on a
crazy idea to sell an album online before she recorded it. Her
journey of ‘acting out the box’ rather than merely ‘thinking
out’ of it, had such success, that she now speaks nationally
and internationally on innovation and thinking differently.
With a degree in Psychology and Anthropology from UCT and
as a strategic and lateral thinking facilitator, she has worked
and spoken to teams in Mass Mart, Engen, Woolworths,
Transnet, Chevron, Sanlam, Vodacom and Distell amongst
others.
She is passionate about helping change South Africa 1 idea and
one happy team at a time, and works with organisations to
inspire their staff, align strategic direction, solve old problems,
uncover new ideas and gain the competitive edge in their
industries.

THINK AHEAD OF THE CROWD
A keynote exploring how to radically
change the way you think about
obstacles in your life & organisation in
order to access powerful innovative
thinking & exciting results far ahead of
the crowd.

- Think Ahead Of The Crowd –
They say the future belongs to the men and women who
build bridges in their imaginations, far ahead of the
crowd…
If you believe that, then you know that the ability to think
differently about the present, in order to create success in the
future, is a number one priority for organizations right now.
As one of the first online crowd-funders in the world,
singer/songwriter Verity has shared this entertaining keynote
across South Africa and Europe, and it never fails to deliver.
She takes audiences on her journey of using strategic
thinking to challenge music industry norms and becoming
internationally recognized for innovation as a result.
The talk explores having the courage to ‘think ahead of the
crowd’ and sell an album that didn’t exist, 5 years before
crowdfunding was a trend. Through her story she outlines
key principals of how to disrupt traditional thinking and move
beyond fear in order to innovate and then take action.
Her message is one for everyone – extraordinary
problems require extraordinary thinking, and great ideas
only achieve great success when you ACT on them.
After all that talking, she ends with a song, that along with her
message, leaves audiences motivated to effect change, think
differently, and act on their ideas in order to achieve their
goals.

Think Ahead of the Crowd
“Verity opened a new vision and
purpose for us and allowed every single
person in the company to understand
exactly what is needed to achieve and
deliver.”
(David Horner, MD Auto F&I)

“The feedback at our Innovation Day
was overwhelmingly positve, and
Verity’s talk was described as the
cherry on the cake”
(Louise Tucker, Sanlam)

“An astonishing story told with
honesty, humility and humour. It’s
an honour to hear Verity speak.”
(Robyn Young, Brandheart)
“Verity gave me insight in how
thinking styles impact decisions
and how to correctly use them to
advantage in business”
(Lianne Martin, Vodacom)

Not only is she amazing at what she
does, but she also brings a whirlwind of
energy into the room!” (Future
Females)
“South Africa need stars
like Verity, who are always
ready to reflect their light
to brighten the lives of
others!”
(Rre Litheko, CEO, Institute
of People Management)
“Verity’s stories are funny and selfdepreciating, but always to the
advantage of her message! I was inspired
by her journey to reflect on my own
journey. I felt privileged to be let into her
world.”
(Lizl Gernetsky, Viking)

“Verity has the capacity to read the
audience and to respond in an intelligent
and informed way. Whenever Verity has
worked with us, we have had emails
pouring in, raving about her!”
(Patti Graham, Fine Women Business
Network)

‘I feel great and empowered!”
(Othibile Keitumetse, Vodacom)
“An absolutely
unbelievable experience
and driven by the most
professional and
knowledgeable speaker I
have come across in my
many years of attending
strategy sessions. Verity
is doubly UNBELIEVABLE!”
(Frans Kruger, CEO
Questek)

Ready
to think
differently?

verity@tapresults.co.za I 082 685 5256

